
 

 

The Urban Taskforce represents Australia's most prominent property 

developers and equity financiers.  We provide a forum for people involved 

in the development and planning of the urban environments to engage in 

constructive dialogue with government and the community. 

 

7th May 2021  

 

Meagan Kanaley 

Director Codes and Design 

NSW Department of Planning, Industry and Environment 

Locked Bag 5022,  

Parramatta NSW 2124 

 

Online submission 

 

Building Business Back Better 

 

Dear Ms Kanaley 

 

I write in relation to the Explanation of Intended Effects (EIE) proposing reforms to 

State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying Development Codes) 

2008 (Codes SEPP) (the EIE) prepared by the Department of Planning, Industry and 

Environment (DPIE), for comment until 9th May 2021.  

 

The bulk of the proposals within the EIE are supported by the Urban Taskforce. More 

broadly, the suite of changes being investigated under the ‘Productivity 

Acceleration Package’ to “reform the planning system and drive the economic 

recovery of NSW” are a welcomed response to the Premier’s overall policy priority 

imperative of a “strong economy”. 

 

That said, the Urban Taskforce notes that reform initiatives from DPIE directly related 

to delivering significant development and investment in NSW, providing the new 

homes and jobs critical to a “strong economy” are limited.  

 

The Urban Taskforce acknowledges the challenge for DPIE, and indeed for the 

broader public service, in trying to facilitate a strong economy in the absence of a 

Premier’s Priority that directly measures and guides decision making with respect to 

economic growth and housing affordability. In the context of NSW’ COVID-19 

economic recovery and escalating housing prices this needs to change.  

 

Accordingly, Urban Taskforce recommends the NSW Premier’s Priorities be updated 

to specifically measure and drive progress in delivering improved economic 

outcomes for the State. 

 

DPIE’s Codes and Design team are to be congratulated for presenting an EIE that is 

evidence based and responsive the considerable engagement undertaken with 

industry. Accordingly, Urban Taskforce is broadly supportive of the proposed 

changes to complying development in employment zones and strongly encourage 

DPIE to be bold and steadfast in its finalisation and implementation. Urban 
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Taskforce strongly opposes any watering down of the current evidence-based, 

proposals. 

 

Urban Taskforce would, however, like to see the proposed changes to complying 

development extended to a broader range of development. This is particularly the 

case for the proposal to extend a wider range of land uses accessing the building 

allowances in the Codes SEPP.  

 

While outside the scope of the current body of work, it is noteworthy that the Chief 

Economist of the NSW Treasury, Stephen Walters, has clearly identified that post 

COVID-19, Sydney’s CBD will not return to pre-COVID employment levels. The clear 

resolution from the recent CBD summit, attended by both the Treasurer and the 

Minister for Planning, was a call for the planning system to allow for flexible uses of 

buildings in strategic centres across Greater Sydney.  

 

One way to seamlessly deliver greater planning flexibility for strategic centres is to 

ensure complying development provisions are accessible to relevant premises 

throughout all business zones. Accordingly, Urban Taskforce recommends that the 

final SEPP includes greater opportunities for changes of use and access to building 

allowances, particularly across all Business Zones. Further the proposed building 

allowances contained in the EIE should be the minimum and should not be reduced 

as a consequence of the feedback from a risk adverse minority. 

 

Urban Taskforce members delivering new, multi-storey industrial buildings advise 

that the proposal to require front facade wall of new industrial building to contain 

at least 30% of materials that are not the main exterior finish will be materially 

impact development cost and project feasibility. As such, Urban Taskforce 

recommends the proposed Clause 5A.12(2) be deleted. 

 

Table 1 contains a summary of all Urban Taskforce recommendations. 

 

The Urban Taskforce is always willing to work closely with the Government to 

provide a development industry perspective on proposed policy and planning 

changes, particularly in the context of driving the economic recovery of NSW. 

 

Yours sincerely  

 

 
 

Tom Forrest 

Chief Executive Officer 
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Table 1:  

Summary of Urban Taskforce recommendations 

 

 Urban Taskforce recommendation 

1.  Urban Taskforce recommends the NSW Premier’s Priorities be updated to 

specifically measure and drive progress in delivering improved economic 

outcomes for the State. 

 

2.  Urban Taskforce recommends that the final SEPP includes greater 

opportunities for changes of use and access to building allowances, 

particularly across all Business Zones. 

 

3.  Urban Taskforce recommends the proposed building allowances contained in 

the EIE should be the minimum and should not be reduced as a consequence 

of the feedback from a risk adverse minority. 

 

4.  In the interests of development cost and project feasibility Urban Taskforce 

recommends, the proposed Clause 5A.12(2), requiring the front facade wall of 

new industrial building to contain at least 30% of materials that are not the 

main exterior finish, be deleted. 

 

 


